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**LET'S PUT IT OVER**

JUST what is the attitude of you students toward our "Wesco Advertising Plan." Are you going to back the El Rodeo Staff, or are you going to fall down on them? It's up to you to decide and in your hands rests the fate of our El Rodeo and all other El Rodeos that are held to stand for the future of the school.

We, as students, must show these town merchants who have been so liberal as to buy advertising space that such an add does pay. It's up to us to prove it to them and thus secure future patronage from these merchants.

Keep the books that were passed out to you and consider it as a serious matter, for it is serious, and when you buy anything, buy it from these merchants. Who knows but what you might win the fifteen dollar prize, or even the ten or five is worth going after.

The staff does not want you to indulge in a big splurge of spending, but what you do spend, spend it with these merchants and you will be doing your part toward building a better and bigger El Rodeo.

**AN EXPLANATION**

It will be somewhat of a disappointment to some of the students, at least, to learn that the very large social room which was at first anticipated as a part of the President's Home has had to be eliminated, owing to the expense of the same.

It was incorporated in the first sketches sent up to the State Department, and when changes came back it was again strenuously urged, but word finally came that it could not be made large enough to serve for general social functions.

President and Mrs. Cundall will use it freely, however, we know, for smaller student meetings and get-acquainted affairs and every student will always be welcome to them in the workings of the school.

A large room has therefore been made on the second floor of the Gymnasium, which can be used for small parties and the great floor of the Gymnasium will be painted by the students to turn it into a lovely affair, will be the center for dances and social events of the campus as well as for games.

The fine men of the State Department are all doing all they can to meet our needs and we should be patient as our needs develop.

**THE POLYGRAM**

**POLY CHATTER**

Mr. Funk, while studying fishes in the California Polytechnic School, was this week absently laying down at the bottom of the lake. A group of students girls have engaged lately in observing the progress of Mr. Funk who was recently spent twenty-six weeks in the lake.

Al Davison and Fred Burns have been doing some work for the Student Body with a view of seeing if the works of this kind can be carried on amongst the students. They are evidently in the works of this kind can be carried on amongst the students. They are evidently

Surely everyone has understands some things more or less, but I believe there is very little value in the works of this kind can be carried on amongst the students. They are evidently
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What He? Oh Spring!

What Ho! says Marvin Lottie.

At first the look in his eye

Gave him garter hoo and hoo.

Then forth, in fifth stride Marvin,

The pep-up wanted to renew

And it gave his pride an awful blow

As he turned it over his first splendid

To his steer joy and unstrengthened

He collected it, and others belonging

And deposited them all together to an

Then with his flapper on his shoulder,

Feet down, his back arched up.

As Marvin sat upon the bridge,

He made a terrific strike in it,

"A terrific strike has it," quote he.

Then youthful Kay Wall

Cherished in childish plea

I latch de, that de, and that de.

And two more, I'll have three.

But alas, his hook began to fall.

His hopes began to wane

And Fenwick and I worked too.

There at his school again.

As he approached the Captain,

He was waved down by an upright

And Marvin kept back again.

"What excuse have you to give

That caused you to shoot them like

The bottom of a sieve.

To the dealer you've been full eight-

The dealer has been right with the

You've been credited a wrong

A wrong with the time the door

And the dealer a full day pass.

To you the exact word I bring:

"A wrong with the door.

Attacked by fever of the Spring."

MIAA Knox: Why did you put the

As I said to you before we were

I a feel you were married?

Mr. Knott: I wish to goodness

Mrs. Knott: I did.

PLUNKER'S ALPHABET

Aw, I forgot my book line.

Brought the wrong book to class.

Could fix my lesson.

I could fix my lesson.

American test, so I couldn't get Chem.

Forged the answer.

Could, don't know what we had.

How I was to remember.

I thought our lesson was on page?

I couldn't get the right answer.

I don't talk to you.

Last year paper.

You, certainly said we

Would not.

No, I don't get my lesson.

Oh, I forgot to take my book home.

Please excuse me, I think I have

My teacher's bug.

Remember all except that part.

Could catch all except that line of (other lessons hard today.)

An answer which is not right.

A test which is not right.

A test, but it explains it.

Very hard test.

You see, we could have it be-

Excuse me, but I never did under-

When I explained it.

You didn't tell us to study that.

Scribbles.

Dentlet: What gas?


Jesus Knott: You didn't find it hard

In English, no easy job.

Howard F.: Oh yes, I'd much rather

write.
Cal Poly Sports

Dorm-Town In Baseball Clash

Teams to Settle All Differences Tomorrow In Torrid Clash.

Cal Poly's baseball field will be the scene tomorrow of a clash between the Phi Delta Theta and Sigma Chi fraternities, with the prevailing inclement weather condition forcing both teams to prepare for a possible game at another location if the weather improves.

Cal Poly's baseball team is already making plans for the upcoming season, with Coach Agostini working on preparations for the annual Sports Day. The annual Dorm-Town baseball game is a close contest every year, with Sigma Chi usually holding the upper hand. However, Phi Delta Theta is determined to win this year, and both teams are expected to put up a good fight.

Tennis, Golf And Swimming Being Added To Sports Program

Interested parties have been working on the prospects of adding tennis, golf, and swimming to Cal Poly's sports program. Tennis has been added to the list, with Coach Agostini preparing for the inaugural season.

Diamond Stars

Plenty of Action In First Workouts—Coach Rider

Cal Poly's Diamond Stars have been touring plenty of class in their work, according to Coach Rider. Both teams showed a lot of promise, with the younger players learning the game on the fly.

Tracksters In Dual Meet

Meet Santa Maria Junior College and High Track Men Tomorrow.

The tracksters will journey south today to meet the Santa Maria Junior College and High Track Men. This is a friendly competition, and the outcome is uncertain. Both teams are expected to put up a good fight.

Mustang Halt Mission Winning Streak

At the San Luis Obispo County Tournament.

By a vote of 20 to 2, a hard fighting not to be beaten, Mustang crew won the County Championship, according to Coach Rider. The Mustangs have been working hard this season, and their efforts have paid off.

The Mustang track athletes and officials are getting ready for the upcoming season. Coach Rider has been working hard to prepare his team for the next season, and his efforts are paying off.

The Mustangs' record at the San Luis Obispo County Tournament was impressive, with several athletes performing well.

Workouts—Coach Rider

The Mustangs will continue to train hard, with Coach Rider keeping a close eye on their progress.

Cal Poly Second in City Basketball Tournament.

Making First Impressions.

Cal Poly's basketball team has been making a good impression in the city basketball tournament. Their performance was outstanding, with several players showing great promise.

National Championships

Cal Poly's basketball team has been invited to participate in the National Championships. This is a great opportunity for the team to showcase their skills on a national stage.

HazarlBasket Captain

Basketball season is over. HazarlBasket, center on the court was elected captain of the team. Coach Rider is pleased with his selection, and HazarlBasket will continue to lead the team next season.

MULHOLLAND'S CAFE

And Lunch Room

Quick Service and Satisfaction

J. N. Coley, Manager

805 Monterey St.

Golf

Fishing

Swimming

Tennis

Universal Auto Parts

Auto Parts for All Makes. Complete Service. Close Sales

102 Monterey St.

PHONE 348.849
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